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Winston Churchill
Zodiac sign: Sagittarus · Ascendant: Libra

YOUR GENERAL PROFESSIONAL TYPE
You have a balanced self, making you suitable for various types of work. They
range from entrepreneurial to operational management, support staff and
consulting. You are suited to work both in teams and on your own. You tend to
solism. You can energize yourself as a self-starter. Make sure you keep your
egoism in check and your feet on the ground. You may need other, practical and
down-to-earth people to make sure that your talents and efforts actually bear
fruit. Your ego manifests itself directly in everything you do.
You are a custodian, with a focus on cultivating and preserving value. You are fit
for financial management and administration. You work primarily to build or
secure wealth and/or status.
You are a Visionary. You are future-oriented, hold great expectations and can
spark them in others. You have a missionary zeal. You may be good at public
speaking.

YOUR CORE SELF / PRIMARY ASPECTS
You are a Strategist. You are a good negotiator, mediator and interpreter. You
can build alliances. You have an eye for aesthetics. You are suited for businesses
with a high value per item.
You are a neutral observer and clear thinker. You strive for harmonious, wellarranged relationships.

YOUR CORE SELF / ADDITIONAL ASPECTS
You are courageous and can motivate others well. You have a strong drive. You
are 'a good sport' by nature and possibly into sports as well. You may bring the
invisible to light. You are not good at truly listening to what other people have to
say. Being tactful is something that does not come naturally to you.
You have a practical intellect. You are fit for jobs in communication, such as
journalism. You may work as a representative for the government or other larger
organization. You like landscaping and travelling.
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Winston Churchill
Zodiac sign: Sagittarus · Ascendant: Libra

YOUR CORE TALENTS / GENERAL
You are idealistic and enthusiastic. You have a speculative streak.
You are suitable to present and represent other people and organizations. You
are good at formulating, demonstrating and presenting. You have a talent for
being a moderator, orchestrator or information processor.
You are loyal but also egocentrical in relations. You have an amicable touch, also
in business relations, provided things are going your way.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / DOING
You are energetic and pro-active. Rather than losing yourself in theorizing, you
are good at learning by doing. You are an excellent trainer or coach, but also fit
for the military, the world of sports or other occupations that involve physical
effort and do not involve too much desk work.
You tend to take the lead in partnerships, which are likely to be full of vigor. You
look for a competitive environment.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / THINKING
You work effectively in legislation or communication. You are a genuine careertype. You should beware of workaholism.
You have a knack for language. You raise plenty of interesting questions.
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Winston Churchill
Zodiac sign: Sagittarus · Ascendant: Libra

SOME STRENGTHS...AND CHALLENGES
You can be seductive. You should avoid useless competing and bragging to mask
your insecurity.
You can encourage others really well. It's an excellent way to overcome your own
hesitance to act.
You may not realize how trapped you are in (possibly comfortable) circumstances
until you have developed a clear personal vision that may ultimately set you
free.
You are an optimist. You can create magnificent worlds of experience, if you dare
to rely on your gut. Avoid being stuck in the caricature of overly detached
onlooker, impersonal saint or jester.
You are strong in critical reasoning and planning rather than executing and
operating. Precision is your middle name.

YOUR WAY OF ASSET BUILDING
Creating and preserving wealth, material results and/or group recognition is key
for you.
Next to monetary remuneration, immaterial compensation is of high importance
to you as well.
You are at home in luxury businesses, arts and crafts businesses, in partnerships
and alliances. You may also want to consider the legal profession.
You may generate income through media. Your family may support you too.
You have a talent to deal with legal matters or with securities trading.
You have a talent for accumulating wealth, for example through building
construction. You are at home in the established bourgeoisie. You should
overcome greed first, or material and social gain will not happen.
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Winston Churchill
Zodiac sign: Sagittarus · Ascendant: Libra

YOUR TYPE OF WORKING LIFE
You are highly adaptive at the workplace, but you have limited patience and you
need lots of variety. You rely on your gut-feeling when dealing with situations.
You are sensitive to your working environment.
In your work, you like dealing with universal values and transformation
processes. You are good at forecasting and trendwatching. You have a polymath
talent and are suited for many types of work. Be sure that your plans are
realistic.
You can be a problem-solver or crisis-manager. You may be a psychiatrist. Or you
may be an inventor, technician or engineer. You are also suited to be an insurer
or notary.

YOUR PATH TO PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Don't shy away from healthy conflict to leverage your appeasing nature.
Dare to let go and grow beyond defensive materialism and conformism which
may keep you small.

YOUR RESULTS
You are goal-oriented and operationally strong. You go with the flow when setting
and fluidly adjusting your goals in life. You rely heavily on your intuition. Your
destination is in understanding others and in developing your creativity. Your
destination is determined by your fundamental ability to work on something new
rather than aiming for prestige.
You have a rich emotional world which you balance by precise, sometimes rigid
thinking. You crave authenticity.
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Winston Churchill
Zodiac sign: Sagittarus · Ascendant: Libra

YOUR GENERAL ROLE IN SOCIETY
Broadly, your position is in the Governance stage, which is after the Social stage
and before the cycle starts again with the Individualist stage. In the Governance
stage, the focus in life is on general standards and values rather than on one’s
own individuality or on specific groups.
More specifically, yours is the Demonstration phase. This phase stands for
spreading the word. You have a strong missionary zeal.
Within this phase, you have the position of Lecturer. You strive for perfect
transmission to others of perfect insight and oversight. Famous persons with this
Lecturer position are Édouard Manet, Albert Einstein, Frank Zappa, Winston
Churchill, Isabel Allende, Burt Bacharach.

YOUR ABILITY TO HELP OTHERS
You have a talent to help other people with (public) relationship issues: as a
mediator, diplomat or public relations advisor.
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